**PUSH YOUR SHELF!**  
*a joyful summer reading program for every Pioneer*

### ABOUT
The PUSH YOUR SHELF reading program is a social, communal reading project centered around the idea of one book, one campus. The goal is to encourage everyone in our Pioneer community--students of every grade level, teachers of every subject, staff members, administrators, parents, neighbors alike--to engage in the joy of reading each summer and share their reading experience via social media, both as a form of accountability and a form of encouragement within our community. Whether we read alone or read together, we know that communal commitment to reading always reminds us of the power of stories to bring communities closer. Join our reading community and PUSH YOUR SHELF this summer!

*With these goals in mind, we invite you to join us in reading the 2018 book selection!*

The Age of Miracles  
a novel by Karen Thompson Walker

### GET INVOLVED
1. **Get this year’s book (see above).** Find it new or used online or at a nearby used bookstore, check it out at a public library, add it to a digital reading device, etc.
2. **Read the book this summer!** As you do, feel free to share your awesome reading vibes with others in our community by snapping a photo of you &/or your book in whatever cool places you’re reading it! If you choose to post your reading photos on a preferred social media platform, use the hashtags **#PioneerBookShelfie**  
   **#PushYourShelf2018** to join other Pioneers in celebrating summer reading together!
3. **Before, during, & after reading, write three open-ended questions (in the space provided on the form to the right) that would encourage perspective-sharing, engaged discussion, reflection, etc.**
4. **After filling the form out, carefully cut it off of the rest of this page & turn the complete form into your English teacher who will let you know in August when to get it to them so you can participate in the discussion/celebration we’ll hold for everyone who reads the book.**
5. **Attend the PUSH YOUR SHELF celebration! :)** After submitting your form, you’ll get more info about where and when to come celebrate your role in this reading community!

*(P.S. you’ll get a fun little emblem of appreciation at the celebration!)*

### PARTICIPATION FORM
Return this part of the paper to your English teacher in August by cutting along the left side of this rectangle.

| Student Name: | ________________ |
| Engl. Teacher: | ________________ |
| Period: | _____ |

1. Write thoughtful, open-ended questions:  
   ____________________________________________  
   ____________________________________________  
   ____________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________  
   ____________________________________________  
   ____________________________________________  
   ____________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________  
   ____________________________________________  
   ____________________________________________  
   ____________________________________________  
   ____________________________________________